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Abstract. The record of atomic clock frequency comparisons at NIST over the
past half-decade provides one of the tightest constraints of any present-day
temporal variations of the fundamental constants. Notably, the 6-year record of
increasingly precise measurements of the absolute frequency of the Hg+ single-ion
optical clock (using the cesium primary frequency standard NIST-F1) constrains
the temporal variation of the ﬁne structure constant α to less than 2 · 10−16 yr−1
and oﬀers a Local Position Invariance test in the framework of General Relativity.
The most recent measurement of the frequency ratio of the Al+ and Hg+ optical
clocks is reported with a fractional frequency uncertainty of ±5.2 · 10−17 . The
record of such measurements over the last year sensitively tests for a temporal
variation of α and constrains α̇/α = (−1.6 ± 2.3) · 10−17 yr−1 , consistent with zero.

1 Introduction
Recently, renewed interest in possible temporal and spacial variations of the fundamental
“constants” was initiated by analyses and modeling of astrophysical and geophysical data that
produced conﬂicting reports of evidence for their change. Even a small change of a fundamental
constant, either in space or time, would violate one or more tenets of several, widely accepted
physical theories. Further interest has been generated by those theoretical physicists who continue to work toward a single theory to describe all the forces of nature. So far, a variety of
new and often well-developed theories have emerged, including some string and grand uniﬁcation theories that allow for variation of the fundamental constants in diﬀerent fashions. The
conﬂicting evidence of change, and its important ramiﬁcations if true, has triggered a number
of experimental eﬀorts toward ﬁnding unambiguous evidence of such a variation [1,2].
Much of the experimental work so far has been focused on a search for a variation of the
ﬁne structure constant α. The astrophysical and geophysical studies mentioned above attain
exquisite sensitivity to small temporal changes in α, for example, by looking far back in time, to
physics phenomena that happened long ago. The prominent examples include the 109 year old
geochemical remains of the Oklo natural nuclear reactor [3] and the astronomical observations of
spectroscopic absorption lines from distant cosmic clouds using a quasar as the light source [4].
However, the analysis of data from Oklo, as well as that from distant quasars, has suﬀered from
diﬃcult quantitative interpretations that have produced discrepancies ([5] and [6] for example).
A diﬀerent approach is to measure the frequency ratios of two or more laboratory atomic
clocks over time. Remarkably, the optical clock ratio measurements have now reached an
a
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accuracy suﬃciently high that a yearlong search for a time variation of α, or other fundamental constants, can be done with a sensitivity comparable to, and possibly higher than, that
oﬀered by the geological and cosmological observations. High accuracy frequency comparison
experiments between atomic clocks are also useful to search for violations of Local Position
Invariance (LPI). LPI, which is a fundamental assumption of the Einstein General Relativity,
can be tested by looking for correlations between the frequency ratio of two atomic clocks and
the change of the gravitational potential due, for example, to the revolution of the Earth around
the Sun.
The National Institute of Standard and Technologies (NIST) in Boulder, Colorado (USA),
hosts several operational and prototype atomic clocks, including optical atomic clocks based
on 199 Hg+ [7], 27 Al+ [8], Ca [9], Yb [10] and Sr [11] (the Sr optical atomic clock is located
at JILA, a joint institute of the University of Colorado and NIST), as well as the Cs primary frequency standard, NIST-F1 [12] and several commercial Hydrogen Masers. This paper
reports recent frequency comparison experiments at NIST involving the Hg+ optical atomic
clock and NIST-F1, and ﬁrst results of a direct measurement of the frequency ratio between
the Hg+ and Al+ optical clocks. After a comprehensive description of the Hg+ single ion
optical frequency standard, which will focus on some technical improvements that were
recently introduced, brief descriptions of the Al+ and Cs primary frequency standards will be
provided and the techniques for frequency comparison measurements will be brieﬂy discussed.
Next, the results of the frequency comparison experiments between Cs and Hg+ and the more
recent frequency ratio measurements between Hg+ and Al+ will be explained, focusing on the
latest achievements. From the results of these frequency comparison experiments, an estimate
of the temporal stability of the constant α will be provided, together with a LPI violation test.

2 199 Hg+ frequency standard
Eﬀorts at NIST to develop and operate an optical clock based on the 5d10 6s 2 S1/2 (F = 0,
mF = 0) → 5d9 6s2 2 D5/2 (F = 2, mF = 0) electric-quadrupole-allowed transition (λ ≈ 282 nm)
of 199 Hg+ have a long history. First proposed as a candidate for an optical frequency standard in
the ’70s [13], spectral studies of the S−D “clock” transition began with two-photon spectroscopy
of a small cloud of buﬀer-gas-cooled, trapped 198 Hg+ in the mid ’80s [14]. State detection with
nearly unit eﬃciency of the weakly allowed clock transition by the quantum jump technique
[15,16] ushered in high-resolution spectral studies in the Lamb-Dicke regime of single, trapped
and laser-cooled ions in the late ’80s and early ’90s. The development of a sub-Hz, cavity
stabilized laser [17,18] provided the means to probe the narrow S−D transition with a resolution
limited only by the lifetime (86 ms) of the metastable 2 D5/2 state. The development of a reliable
technique for optical frequency measurements based on femtosecond laser frequency combs
(FLFCs) [19,20] provided the ﬁrst direct measurements of the frequency ratio between the
199
Hg+ clock transition and the NIST Cs primary frequency standard (NIST-F1) [21].

2.1 The ion trap
The single Hg+ ion is conﬁned in a spherical Paul trap that is kept in a cryogenic environment
at or near the liquid helium temperature of 4.2 K. The cryogenic temperature provides an ultra
high vacuum environment where the collisions with background gases are rare and ion lifetimes
of several months have been demonstrated [22]. The trap chamber is attached to the bottom
of the cryostat and houses the trap, the mercury oven, an ionizing ﬁlament, a heater and a fast
(f /1) imaging lens (ﬁgure 1).
Five windows permit optical access to the trap: two opposing ports admit radiation directly
to the ion, and two ports oﬀer indirect access to the ion via two relay mirrors that direct the
radiation through the center of the trap. The ﬁfth port passes the ﬂuorescence collected by the
lens. The trap itself comprises one ring electrode placed between two endcaps (see ﬁgure 1).
The ring electrode is driven with an oscillating electric ﬁeld, which is coupled through a helical
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Fig. 1. Photograph of the vacuum chamber that is attached to the bottom of the liquid He dewar.
Prominently displayed are the Hg+ ion trap and the fast imaging lens.

coil immersed in the liquid helium bath. The coil tunes out the trap capacitance at approximately 12 MHz. At the usual RF operational parameters, the secular frequencies in the radial
plane are nearly degenerate with ωx ≈ ωy ≈ (2π · 1250 kHz) and the secular frequency along
the trap axis ωz ≈ (2π · 2300 kHz) is about twice that of the radial frequencies. The two endcaps are AC grounded, but DC voltages can be applied to the endcaps as well as to two other
compensation electrodes, which are positioned 90 degrees apart and perpendicular to the trap
axis, to balance the eﬀect of any stray charges. In this way the ion can be centered at the nodal
position of the applied oscillating RF electric ﬁeld to minimize the second order Doppler shift
and AC Stark shift associated with micromotion at the RF drive frequency.

2.2 Laser cooling and state preparation
The 5d10 6s 2 S1/2 → 5d10 6p 2 P1/2 ﬁrst resonance line of 199 Hg+ , dressed by its hyperﬁne structure, is used for laser cooling, clock-state preparation and clock-state detection (see ﬁgure 2(a)
for a simpliﬁed optical level diagram of the relevant components). The natural linewidth
(FWHM) of each component is about 55 MHz.
The cycling transition 2 S1/2 , F = 1 → 2 P1/2 , F  = 0 at 194 nm is used for all three tasks,
cooling, state-preparation, and state-detection. About 150 µW of single frequency radiation at
194 nm is synthesized by mixing light at 257 nm with light at 792 nm in an angled-tuned BBO
crystal. More than 500 mW of single frequency power at 792 nm is derived from a titanium
sapphire (Ti:S) laser and ampliﬁed 100-fold by means of a power enhancement cavity placed
around the BBO crystal, while about 150 mW of light power at 257 nm beam is singly passed
through the crystal collinear with the 792 nm radiation [23]. The 257 nm light is harmonically
generated in a second BBO crystal from light at 515 nm produced by a single-frequency Ar+
ion laser [23]. The Ar+ ion laser is prestabilized by locking its frequency to a low-ﬁnesse cavity,
which in turn is locked to a saturated absorption feature of molecular iodine. A second FabryPerot cavity, with mirrors coated for both 515 and 792 nm, is then locked to the frequency of the
stabilized Ar+ ion laser. The sum frequency generated 194 nm radiation can then be precisely
tuned or ﬁxed with respect to the mercury ion resonance by locking the frequency of the 792 nm
radiation to a fringe of the stabilized cavity with either a tunable or ﬁxed oﬀset with respect to
the frequency of the Ar+ laser. The 2 S1/2 , F = 1 → 2 P1/2 , F  = 0 is a cycling transition only
as a ﬁrst approximation, When the ion is held in a zero-ﬁeld environment and irradiated by
light that is tuned near the cycling transition frequency C (see ﬁgure 2(a)), it is pumped rapidly
into a non-interacting state. Even in a non-zero but low magnetic ﬁeld environment (magnetic
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Fig. 2. (a) A simpliﬁed optical level diagram showing hyperﬁne structure (not to scale) of the
2
S1/2 → 2 P1/2 transition in 199 Hg+ . Also indicated are the cycling transition C, the repumping transition R, and the pumping transition P. See text for details. (b) Hg+ clock transition and auxiliary
transition used to quickly empty the metastable state.

substates not resolved), such as that used in the normal operation of the Hg+ optical clock,
the ion is quickly pumped into a non-interacting superposition of the magnetic sublevels of the
2
S1/2 (F = 1) state [24]. In the present conﬁguration of the experiment, these “dark” states
are eliminateded by irradiating the ion with three non-collinear beams at diﬀerent frequencies.
The beams are generated by passing the 194 nm radiation through an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) driven by three, equally spaced RF signals at 104, 120 and 136 MHz. The central component is red detuned from the 2 S1/2 , F = 1 → 2 P1/2 , F  = 0 cycling transition by nearly a half
linewidth (≈28 MHz), and is steered directly onto the ion through one of the window ports. Two
meters from the AOM, the two sideband beams are spatially resolved and directed separately
onto the ion through two other window ports and independent mirror relay systems. The three
non-collinear beams are made to intersect at the site of the ion, where the light-ﬁeld polarization continually changes because of the beams’ disparate frequencies, thereby preventing dark
states [25]. However, even with the elimination of these dark states, oﬀ resonance scattering
through the 2 P1/2 , (F  = 1) level removes the ion to the 2 S1/2 , (F = 0) state, 40.5 GHz oﬀ
resonance with the cycling transition C. Since this occurs with a small probability (≈ 10−4 ), a
lower power beam tuned to match the frequency of the F = 0 → F  = 1 line (R in ﬁgure 2(a))
easily returns the ion to the F = 1 state and the ﬂuorescence from the cycling transition C is
restored. Prior to probing the clock transition, the ion is prepared in the 2 S1/2 , (F = 0) state
by means of a third laser beam tuned to resonance with the F = 1 → F  = 1 component
(P in ﬁgure 2(a)), which quickly “pumps” the ion into the F = 0 state. This recently
introduced laser has reduced the time required for the state preparation from about 15 ms
to 1–2 ms [26]. The R and P light is generated by sum-frequency-mixing the 792 nm radiation
from two extended cavity Hg+ diode lasers (ECDL) in Littman conﬁguration with the same
radiation source at 257 nm as is used for generating radiation source C. The radiation from
the two independently tunable diode lasers is superimposed with the Ti:S beam in the power
enhancement cavity where the 194 nm light C is produced. One mode of the cavity is servoed
to resonance with the frequency of the Ti:S laser using the Haensch-Couillaud technique [27],
while the frequencies of the two diode lasers are each kept in resonance to their own cavity
mode by means of a phase-lock to the frequency of the Ti:S laser (see ﬁgure 3).
The FHWM of each spectral component of the 2 S1/2 → 2 P1/2 transition is about 55 MHz, or
about 1/3 the free spectral range (≈162 MHz) of the enhancement cavity. Hence, when all three
lasers are made simultaneously resonant with their respective cavity modes, the cavity length
can be adjusted to bring both diode lasers into resonance, or nearly so, with their corresponding
spectral component of the 2 S1/2 → 2 P1/2 transition. In the worst case, the R or P radiation is
never more than about a linewidth away from its respective line resonance. Even in this case,
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Fig. 3. ECDL frequency lock circuit. The light from the Ti:S and the two ECDLs is sent to an
ultrafast photodiode (PD) and two beatnotes are extracted and referenced to the two synthesizers with
two PLLs. The servo acts both on the diode current (fast, short range) and cavity (slow, long range).

the power from either diode lasers is adequate for eﬀective repumping or pumping to ground
state.

2.3 Clock radiation synthesis and stabilization
Previously, the clock radiation was synthesized by Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) of a dye
laser operating at 563 nm. In the latest version, schematically shown ﬁgure 4, the dye laser has
been replaced by a frequency doubled Yb-doped ﬁber laser, operating at 1126 nm. The power
of this “master” laser is boosted to about 600–700 mW with an Yb-doped ﬁber ampliﬁer and
then doubled to 563 nm using a non-critically phase-matched LBO crystal placed in the tight
waist of a power enhancement cavity.
The cavity is a 4-mirror ring, with a FSR of ≈575 MHz and a power enhancement of about
100. The transmission coeﬃcient of the input coupler is about 0.7%, which gives a near optimal
impedance match for 550 mW in and 175 mW of green power out. The cavity is servoed to
resonance with the laser using the Haensch-Couillaud technique [27]. The prestabilization cavity
that was used to narrow the free running linewidth of the dye laser is not needed in the new
setup. Instead, the harmonic green light at 563 nm generated in the SHG stage is sent directly
through an optical ﬁber to an acoustically isolated room which hosts the high-ﬁnesse cavity to
which the laser is referenced using the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [28]. The spectral character
and frequency stability of the dye laser locked to performance of the high-ﬁnesse cavity, which
is supported on an isolation platform suspended by latex tubing, and of laser lock have been
described in detail elsewhere [18]. Because the spectral properties and feedback control elements
of the ﬁber laser diﬀer from those of the dye laser, a few details of the laser lock have been
changed. The frequency of the laser is slaved to a resonance of the high-ﬁnesse cavity using three
diﬀerent stages driving distinctly separate control elements, each with a diﬀerent bandwidth
and dynamical range. The slowest stage possesses the largest dynamical range and acts on a
piezo that stretches the laser ﬁber. The feedback of the intermediate stage acts on an AOM
that is placed at the infrared output of the master laser and prior to the ﬁber ampliﬁer. Its
dynamical range is limited to a few MHz since the AOM is single passed and coupled to a
single mode ﬁber. The correction signal of the fastest stage, which is AC coupled only, acts
on an AOM that intercepts the green 563 nm light beam from the doubling cavity prior to
the high-ﬁnesse cavity. The green light, well stabilized to the cavity [18], is sent through yet
another AOM and optical ﬁber from the isolation platform to the ion table. This AOM acts
both as a servo for the ﬁber noise cancellation and to steer the laser frequency away from the
cavity resonance and onto resonance with the Hg+ clock transition. The 563 nm radiation is
single-passed through a ﬁnal AOM that is used to step the frequency of the laser back and forth
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Fig. 4. Synthesis and stabilization of the Hg+ clock radiation.

across the ion resonance (stepping AOM). The modulated light exiting this AOM is doubled to
282 nm in a non-critically phase-matched deuterated AD*P crystal and steered onto the ion.
The stepping AOM also serves to cancel the Doppler noise associated with motion of the trap,
caused, for example, by the always boiling cryogens.
2.4 Interrogation and readout
After the ion has been prepared in the state 2 S1/2 (F = 0), as described in section 2.2, the
clock transition is driven by a single (Rabi) pulse with a typical probe time of 40–60 ms. Subsequently to the Rabi pulse, C and R components (ﬁgure 2) are simultaneously turned on for a
5–10 ms detection period. If the clock transition did not occur, then the ion remains in the
2
S1/2 (F = 0) state and 194 nm ﬂuorescence is observed and counted (typically, 12–15/ms). If
the clock transition did occur, then the ion is in the 2 D5/2 (F = 2) state and no ﬂuorescence
is observed (typically, less than 1/s background scattered light) [15]. If the ion is allowed to
remain in the metastable 2 D5/2 state until it naturally relaxes (tD ≈ 86 ms), then the eﬃciency
of the clock cycle is reduced by this “dead” time and the stability is degraded. In the latest
version of the Hg+ clock, the 2 D5/2 state is quickly emptied (in less than 1 ms) following each
detection period by irradiating the ion with radiation from a blue ECDL tuned to resonance
with the 2 D5/2 (F = 2) → 2 P3/2 (F = 2) transition at 398 nm. The 2 P3/2 (F = 2) state relaxes
in a few ns with high probability to the ground state [29]. Hence, the dead time is importantly
reduced and the clock stability improved.
The Hg+ clock operations are automatically driven by software and the clock cycle is looped
continuously; the probability for the clock transition is calculated modulating the probe laser
across the atomic resonance frequency and the gathered information is then used to steer the
laser frequency. The algorithm for the laser frequency servo, completely assisted by computer,
uses dedicated algorithms to correct for signal amplitude ﬂuctuation and cavity frequency
drift [26]. The introduction of the two laser radiations for pumping to 2 S1/2 (F = 0) (described
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in section 2.2) and to empty the metastable state has reduced the cycle dead time from about
80 ms to about 20 ms, improving the clock duty cycle from 33% to 66% [26].
2.5 Accuracy of the Hg+ standard
The various contributions to the systematic fractional frequency uncertainty of the Hg+ optical
clock have been described in detail previously [30]. Since then, the uncertainty due to some
contributions have been constrained to a lower value. A summary of the contributions to the
total systematic fractional frequency uncertainty σ, which is now evaluated to be σ < 1.9·10−17 ,
is reported in detail in Table 1, together with the fractional frequency shift ∆ν/ν:
Table 1. Leading contributions to the systematic uncertainty budget of the Hg+ optical clock (×10−18 ).
Shift

∆ν/ν

σ

Limitation

2nd order Doppler − Micromotion
2nd order Doppler − Secular motion
DC quadratic Zeeman
AC quadratic Zeeman
Quadrupole shift
1st order Doppler − Synchronized motion
Background gas
AOM phase chirp

−4
−3
−1130
0
0
0
0
0

4
3
5
10
10
7
4
6

Static electric ﬁeld
Doppler cooling
Calibration with 1st order sensitive line
Current leakage from trap electrodes
B-ﬁeld orientation
Probe beam alignement
Collisions rate (with He)
AM to PM conversion for the AOM

Total

−1137 19

The residual motion of the laser-cooled ion gives rise to a fractional frequency uncertainty
associated with the relativistic Doppler shift. The uncertainty due to the secular motion is constrained to 4 · 10−18 when the ion is cooled to near the Doppler cooling limit; the uncertainty
due to residual micromotion is also constrained to 4 · 10−18 when the trap is well balanced. The
micromotion of the trap is continuously monitored [31], and, if need be, corrected using small
bias voltages applied to either endcap and/or to two bias electrodes that lie exterior to the
trap, are orthogonal to its axis and lie 90◦ apart. The maximum AC Zeeman shift due to any
asymmetry of the RF currents ﬂowing in the trap electrodes was estimated to be less than
1.0 · 10−17 . We believe this latest estimate to be conservative because it postulates an
imbalance of 25% in the RF currents ﬂowing in the trap electrodes [32]. The clock transition is
ﬁrst-order ﬁeld insensitive at zero ﬁeld, whereas the second-order sensitivity is approximately
−(188 µHz) · B 2 (B in µT). The quadratic ﬁeld shift of the clock transition due to the
small (8 µT) applied quantization ﬁeld is eﬀectively monitored during the measurement
run by occasionally interleaving a frequency measurement of the ﬁrst-order ﬁeld sensitive
2
S1/2 (F = 0, mF = 2) → 2 D5/2 (F = 2, mF = 2) component with the regular clock
cycles. Slow variations of the magnetic ﬁeld presently limit the uncertainty of the DC quadratic
Zeeman shift to 5 · 10−18 .
The electronic charge density of the 2 D5/2 state has an electric quadrupole moment that
can produce an energy shift in the presence of a static electric ﬁeld gradient. The magnitude
and sign of the shift depend on the relative orientation of the ﬁeld gradient and the applied
ﬁeld, which oﬀers a route to its cancellation [33]. Typically, the fractional frequency shift is
less than 10−16 , but due to our inability to know, much less control the ambient ﬁeld gradient,
the uncertainty is equally as large as 10−16 [7]. However, the quadrupole shift, as well its
uncertainty, can be eﬀectively eliminated by averaging the clock frequency for three mutually
perpendicular ﬁeld quantization axes [33]. In our realization of this scheme, the orientation of
the three axes and the probe light polarization were chosen to give the same scattering rate
for the clock transition over the three directions of the applied ﬁeld [30]. Changing the ﬁeld
direction at regular intervals (typically, every 300 s) and steering the frequency of the clock
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laser to resonance with the ion at each ﬁeld setting are completely automated. The average
clock frequency for the three ﬁeld directions is without the quadrupole shift with a residual
uncertainty estimated smaller than 10−17 , that is due to the slight non-orthogonality of the
three applied ﬁelds.
Another potential shift arises from the pulsed interrogation and detection sequence. If the ion
is caused to move synchronously with each clock cycle, this would cause a ﬁrst-order Doppler
shift with a nonzero average. This synchronized movement could have diﬀerent sources, for
example, the creation of photoionization charges on the trap electrodes due to the scattering of
UV light. The systematic shift from this eﬀect is potentially large, as a synchronized velocity of
only 10−8 m/s due to few photoionization charges, would cause a Doppler shift of 3 · 10−17 [32].
The eﬀect can be measured and averaged down by alternately probing the ion clock resonance
with collinear but counter-propagating beams; no shift was detected at the 7 · 10−18 level. This
value is limited by the unequal statistical weight of probe directions and can be greatly reduced
by averaging equally during the measurement run.
The cryogenic surfaces cryo-pump all gases with the possible exception of He (which is
also cryo-pumped until a monolayer is established). Possible sources of He are leaks in the
indium seals as well as through the Dewar windows that are permeable to He. An upper limit
to the He partial pressure was set at 7 · 10−10 Pa using a quadrupole mass analyzer, which is
conservatively estimated to give a maximum fractional frequency shift of 4 · 10−18 [32]. An often
ignored frequency shift is caused by the thermal loading of any AOM in the clock beam path
that is turned on and oﬀ, such as the stepping AOM used here to probe either side of the clock
resonance. The shift scales linearly with RF power, but diminishes with the ratio of time-on
to time-oﬀ. The typical level of applied power during the probe “on” phase gives a maximum
fractional frequency shift of 6 · 10−18 .

3 27 Al+ frequency standard
Several years ago, Dehmelt ﬁrst noted some of the pertinent features of the group IIIA ions that
made them attractive candidates for optical clocks of unprecedented stability and accuracy [15].
In particular, the weakly allowed 1 S0 → 3 P0 intercombination line at 267 nm in 27 Al+ seems
to oﬀer most, if not all, of the essential ingredients for building a single-ion optical clock with
exceptional stability and accuracy, for example:
– The 20 s lifetime of the metastable 3 P0 state gives rise to a natural line Q that exceeds
10−17 [8].
– The electronic charge density of the J = 0 states does not support an electric quadrupole
moment and, absent a quadrupole moment, there is no electric quadrupole shift.
– The blackbody radiation shift is very small; the fractional shift is about −1 · 10−17
at 50 ◦ C.
But, unfortunately, the wavelength of the strongly allowed ﬁrst resonance transition in 27 Al+
is at 167 nm, an impractical color for laser cooling and detection. To overcome this limitation,
the Al+ ion is trapped in a linear Paul trap together with a 9 Be+ ion, which has a cycling
transition at a convenient wavelength for laser cooling. In this conﬁguration, the motional
degrees of freedom of both ions are coupled via the coulomb interaction making it possible to
sympathetically cool the Al+ ion down to the Doppler limit by laser-cooling the Be+ ion [34].
Furthermore, the superposition state of the clock ion can be faithfully transferred to the Be+ ion
through one of their shared motional states using some of the techniques of quantum information
processing. This makes it possible to determine the clock state of the Al+ ion (or of any
clock ion) by the presence or absence of ﬂuorescence from the Be+ ion [35]. For completeness,
we brieﬂy summarize the latest version of the Al+ ion clock here; the realization of the Al+
optical clock using quantum logic spectroscopy is discussed in greater detail elsewhere [8,36].
Subsequent to its coherent interaction with the driving ﬁeld radiation of the clock laser, the
Al+ ion is in a coherent superposition of the 1 S0 and 3 P0 states. This superposition can be
(and has been) mapped directly onto the Be+ ion through a shared motional mode, but the
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ﬁdelity of the measurement of the projected clock state suﬀers from the relatively small number
(6–9) of scattered photons detected before the Be+ knowledge of the projected clock state is
“destroyed”. However, the projected clock state information still remains intact with the Al+
clock and can be repetitively retrieved and sent to the Be+ ion to be re-read. As a technicality,
the original Al+ clock state is projected out with a Raman pulse applied to the 1 S0 → 3 P1 ,
which simultaneously entangles the 1 S0 , 3 P1 states and (typically) the center-of-mass motional
degree of freedom. It is the only time that quantum logic is actually used in any one clock cycle;
in the repetitive QND probes and readouts of the projected clock state, no further entanglement
is made. An adaptive algorithm is used to optimize the number of repetitive read-outs made.
Typically, 4–5 iterations are made and a ﬁdelity of 99.94% is reached for the Al+ clock state
detection [37]. Since every transition between magnetic sublevels of the Al+ clock states suﬀers
a ﬁrst-order linear ﬁeld shift, which can be as high as few kHz at the operational magnetic ﬁeld,
the stretched magnetic substate’s are alternately probed to zero the ﬁrst-order Zeeman shift.
The fractional frequency uncertainty of the standard was evaluated as 2.3 · 10−17 [32]. The main
contribution to the uncertainty is due to the second-order Doppler shift caused by the residual
ion movement related to the secular motion and to the micromotion. Other minor contributions
are due to the Zeeman quadratic shift and to the AC Stark shift caused by blackbody radiation
at room temperature, which is fractionally of order 10−16 and has been measured in [38].

4 The Cs fountain primary frequency standard
The NIST-F1 cesium primary frequency standard was widely described in [12], and more recent
updates were reported in [39]. When the NIST-F1 is running, its frequency is compared with
the frequency of an hydrogen maser (H-maser), which acts as a transfer oscillator for local and
remote frequency comparison [40]. The fractional systematic frequency uncertainty for the most
recent measurements reported in this paper is about 4.1 · 10−16 ; the largest contributions to the
uncertainty comes from the evaluation of DC Zeeman shift due to the quantization magnetic
ﬁeld, by the spin exchange collisions between cold Cs atoms and the AC Stark shift due to the
blackbody radiation at room temperature. The operational density of cold Cs atoms is chosen
to trade oﬀ between statistic and spin exchange collision uncertainty. During the most recent
frequency comparison experiments with Hg+ , NIST-F1 was operated with a statistic fractional
frequency uncertainty of 2 · 10−13 τ −1/2 .

5 Optical frequency measurements
5.1 Optical frequency measurements techniques using Femtosecond
Laser Frequency Combs
Both the Al+ and the Hg+ clock lasers are connected with optical ﬁber links to an octave
spanning Ti:Sapphire Femtosecond Laser Frequency Comb (FLFC) [41] and to an Er:ﬁber
FLFC [42]. Because the clock laser for either standard starts as a stabilized infrared ﬁber laser,
the IR light from each one is sent to both FLFCs. And in both cases, the light frequency
measured by the FLFCs diﬀers by a ﬁxed amount with respect to the fourth subharmonic of
the atomic resonance frequency. The spectral purity of the ion clock lasers is preserved at the
FLFC locations exploiting ﬁber noise cancelling techniques [43].
The octave spanning Ti:Sapphire FLFC has been described in detail elsewhere [41]. When
it is used in the optical clock conﬁguration, one tooth of the comb is phase locked to one of
the clock laser and the carrier envelope frequency νceo is phase locked to a RF source. When
so locked, the comb repetition rate frequency νrep is given by the following formula:
νrep =

νL1 ± νb1 ± νceo
n

(1)

where νb is the beatnote frequency between the clock laser frequency νL1 and a nearby comb
tooth, n is the order of the involved tooth and νb1 and νceo are ﬁxed by the PLLs. The order
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Fig. 5. Stability plot for the most recent Hg+ vs. NIST-F1 measurement run.

n and the correct signs are typically chosen by a coarse determination of νL1 . In the measurements reported here, the FLFCs were locked to either the Hg+ or Al+ clock lasers. When the
frequency of the Hg+ clock laser is compared with the NIST-F1 primary frequency standard,
νrep is measured by a frequency counter whose timebase is referenced by the H-maser that
serves as the transfer oscillator for NIST-F1. When a measurement of the frequency ratio of
the two optical clocks is taken, as in the case of the Al+ /Hg+ frequency ratio measurement, the
comb is locked to the laser oscillating at the frequency νL1 and the beatnote νb2 between the
laser oscillating at the frequency νL2 and the a nearby tooth is counted. The frequency νL2 is
given by:
(2)
νL2 = n νrep ± νceo ± νb2
where n is the tooth order which is chosen, as well as the sign, by the coarse knowledge of νL2 .
Using the (1) and the (2), νL2 /νL1 is calculated as:
n νrep ± νceo ± νb2
νL2
=
·
νL1
nνrep ± νceo ± νb1

(3)

If νb2 and νceo are, respectively, measured and locked, with respect to the same RF reference,
the uncertainty of this reference does not aﬀect the νL2 /νL1 value.
5.2 Hg+ versus NIST-F1 measurements
During the period between 2000 and 2006, more than 25 measurements of the absolute
frequency of the Hg+ optical clock were made. On some occasions, NIST-F1 and the
optical clock ran simultaneously, otherwise the absolute frequency was determined using the
H-maser as a frequency ﬂywheel. In all measurements since 2005, the two standards were on
simultaneously. And during the six year period in which the absolute frequency of the Hg+
optical clock was measured, diﬀerent versions of the FLFC were used [41,44,45]. In this report,
we focus on the most recent measurement, which was made in March 2006. The duration of
that measurement run was about about 40 hours, with only a 20% dead time for the Hg+
clock. Figure 5 shows the fractional frequency instability estimated using the Allan Deviation.
The fractional frequency instability is limited by the statistical uncertainty of NIST-F1 at
short and medium measurement times and by the H maser at long times. However, since the H
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Fig. 6. Historical record of the Hg+ vs. NIST-F1 measurements. The solid line indicates the weighted
mean and the dashed lines bound the uncertainty of the mean.

maser is used as a transfer oscillator, its contribution is almost completely removed as NISTF1 runs with negligible dead time [46]. A ﬁt to the Hg+ vs. NIST-F1 data in ﬁgure 5 gives
a fractional frequency instability of 3 · 10−13 τ −1/2 . Correcting for systematic oﬀsets, the ﬁnal
value for this measurement run is
νHg+ = 1 064 721 609 899 145.89(1.06) Hz.

(4)

The reported uncertainty is dominated by the statistical uncertainty of the measurement and
not by the systematic uncertainties of either standard. This value is in agreement with previously published results [47,48]. Figure 6 reports all the measurements performed during the
period 2000–2006. Much of the earlier data were assigned a conservative fractional frequency
uncertainty of 10−14 because of a conservative allowance made for the electric quadrupole shift,
which until 2005 had only been estimated. Subsequent to a measurement of the electric quadrupole moment [7], the fractional frequency uncertainties of the earlier data were readjusted to a
lower value.
A detailed analysis of all the data reported in ﬁgure 6 has been performed elsewhere [49],
in which the measurement values and their uncertainties (and any adjusted uncertainties) are
discussed in light of the diﬀerent measurement and data analysis techniques. The weighted
mean of all the data is
(5)
νHg+ = 1 064 721 609 899 145.30(69) Hz.
5.3 Al+ /Hg+ frequency ratio measurements
When measuring the frequency ratio of Al+ to Hg+ , the FLFCs record data every second. The
duration of a typical run is several hours, and is usually limited by the lifetime of the Al+ ion in
the trap. Figure 7(a) shows the fractional frequency instability of the two optical standards for
a typical run using two estimators; the two-sample Allan Deviation and the overlapping sample
deviation. For integration times longer than 100 s, when the frequencies of the optical clocks
are fully steered by the atoms, the fractional frequency instability is 3.9 · 10−15 τ −1/2 [32].
The fractional frequency instability has been decreased by almost a factor of two with
respect to the earlier measurements. This improvement is due mainly to improving the duty
cycle for the Hg+ optical clock by nearly a factor of two, to a new high ﬁnesse cavity for the
Al+ clock and to the optimization of the Al+ cooling process that allowed a longer probe time.
Figure 7(b) shows the frequency ratio measurements of Al+ to Hg+ from December 2006 to
December 2007. The accuracy evaluation for the optical clocks that include ﬁrst order Doppler
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Stability plot for the most recent Al+ /Hg+ frequency ratio measurement. (b) Historical
record of the Al+ /Hg+ measurements. Only the last four points have a comprehensive 1st order Doppler
shift evaluation.

shifts synchronized with the probe times has been carried out only for the last four points. The
weighted average of the frequency ratio from these measurements, is [32]
νAl+ /νHg+ = 1.052 871 833 148 990 44(5).

(6)

The systematic fractional frequency uncertainties of Hg+ (1.9 · 10−17 ) and Al+ (2.3 · 10−17 ) contribute by nearly the same amount to the overall fractional frequency uncertainty of their ratio
(5.2 · 10−17 ). The fractional frequency uncertainty of the ratio is dominated by the statistical
fractional frequency uncertainty of the measurement (4.3 · 10−17 ). The statistical dispersion of
the earlier data (ﬁrst 27 points in ﬁgure 7(b)) with respect the last four data does not show
pathologies, and oﬀers conﬁdence in the reproducibility of the earlier measurements. For the
latter data shown in ﬁgure 7(b), the Hg+ /Al+ frequency ratio measurements were made simultaneously by the two FLFCs, the Ti:S and the Er:ﬁber. The measurements of the two completely
independent FLFCs were consistent to the order of the fractional frequency uncertainty of the
ratio measurement made by either FLFC [50].

6 Test on physical theories
6.1 Test on the temporal stability of α
2

The ﬁne structure constant α = 4πe0 c is the natural scaling factor for the energies involved
in atomic spectroscopy. Transition frequencies from electronic (gross), ﬁne (FS) and hyperﬁne
(HFS) structure can be written as a function of a non-relativistic part, which depends only on
the structure involved in the transition, and a relativistic part Fj (α), which depends on the
speciﬁc transition j that is considered. Thus the transition frequencies can be written in the
following manner:
νj (el) = Ry Fj (α)
νj (F S) = α2 Ry Fj (α)
µ
Ry Fj (α),
νj (HF S) = α2
µB

(7)

where Ry is the Rydberg constant, µµB is the ratio between the magnetic moment of the nucleus µ
and the Bohr magneton µB . The theory and the notation used here come from [51–53]. Relative
sensitivity of νj (el) and νj (HF S) with respect to a temporal variation of fundamental constants
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can be written taking the logarithm and then diﬀerentiating with respect to the time the ﬁrst
and the third term of equation (7):
d ln Ry
d ln νj (el)
d ln α
=
+ Nj
dt
dt
dt
d ln Ry
d ln(µ/µB )
d ln α
d ln νj (HF S)
=
+
+ (2 + Nj )
,
dt
dt
dt
dt

(8)

d ln F (α)

where Nj in equation (8) is deﬁned as Nj = d lnjα .
Temporal variation of Ry is common to all transition frequencies and its contribution is
removed from frequency ratio measurements. The term Nj contains the dependence of the
speciﬁc transition involved; it can be either positive or negative, and tends to be larger for
transitions involving heavier atoms, where relativistic corrections play a more important role
for the atomic energies. Values of Nj have been calculated for several electronic transitions of
atomic and molecules of cosmological and laboratory interest, including Hg+ [4] and Al+ [54],
as well as for HFS transitions in the microwave spectral region involved in high precision
spectroscopy and atomic frequency standards [4].
Here we report two tests for α variation using the results coming from the Hg+ vs. Cs and
+
Hg vs. Al+ experiments described in the previous sections. The temporal sensitivity of the
ratio between Hg+ and Cs can be written in the following way:
ν

Hg +
d


dt
νCs
d
µCs
α̇
N
−
ln
,
(9)
=
νHg+
α
dt
µB
ν
Cs

where N = NHg+
 − NCs − 2 and NHg+ ≈ −3.2, NCs ≈ 0.8.

can vary with time and, with the help of data coming from frequency
Both α and µµCs
B
comparison experiments between diﬀerent optical clocks and Cs,
provide diﬀerent val which

ues for N , it is possible to estimate the variation of α and µµCs
at
the same time. This
B

kind of analysis has been performed with a technique described in [55] and the results
reported here come from [52]. This analysis uses the following data from frequency comparison
experiments between optical clocks and Cs primary frequency standards: d/dt[ln(νHg+ /νCs )] =
(0.37 ± 0.39) · 10−15 yr−1 (data from ﬁgure 7(a)), d/dt[ln(νH /νCs )] = (1.2 ± 4.4) · 10−15 yr−1
(data from [56]), d/dt[ln(νY b+ /νCs )] = (3.2±6.3)·10−15 yr−1 (data from [55]). The contribution
of the relativistic part for H is negligible (NH ≈ 0) and for Yb+ is NY b ≈ 0.9 [4].
Plotting the function


νHg+
d
ln
,
(10)
y = Nx −
dt
νCs


α̇
d
where x = α
and using the results reported above for Hg+ , H, and Yb+
and y = dt
ln µµCs
B
the ﬁgure 8 can be obtained.
The fractional uncertainty of the coupled variation can be estimated using a two-dimensional
chi-square function, which provides the ellipse in the ﬁgure 8 for the 1σ statistical limit and
projecting the ellipse on the x and y axis gives the following temporal constraints:
α̇
< 0.4 · 10−15 yr−1
α


µCs
d
< 8.6 · 10−15 yr−1 .
< ln
dt
µB

−1.5 · 10−15 <
−2.7 · 10−15

(11)

The dependence of the HFS frequency on magnetic moments can be written in terms of other
fundamental constants. In particular, using data from frequency comparison between two HFS
transitions (Rb vs. Cs in [57]) and a model (e.g. the Schmidt model) which provides the dependence between the nuclear magnetic moment and the nuclear gyromagnetic factors, together
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Fig. 8. Coupled constraint of α̇/α and d/dt[ln(µCs /µB )]. Projection of the white ellipse on the x and
y axes provides the results reported in equation (11).

with the result for magnetic moments in equation (11), it is possible to extract an evaluation
of the possible temporal dependence of the ratio me /Mp , where me is the mass of the electron
and Mp is the mass of the proton. This evaluation is actually dependent on the nuclear model
used, which cannot provide an accuracy consistent with the measurements. Recently, a diﬀerent
parametrization has been proposed in [58], where the magnetic moments have been written in
terms of the parameters Xe = (me /ΛQCD ) and Xq = (mq /ΛQCD ) where me is the mass of the
electron, mq is the mass of the quark and ΛQCD is the quantum chromodinamic scale.
The measurement of the frequency ratio of Al+ to Hg+ provides a cleaner temporal
constraint on α̇/α because it is a direct frequency ratio and does not involve the Cs metric
and nuclear magnetic moments. The sensitivity on α̇/α given by the Al+ to Hg+ ratio is also
high, owing to the large negative relativistic contribution for Hg+ and the unprecedented accuracy of the measurement data. From equation (9), temporal variation of Al+ to Hg+ becomes:


d
dt

νAl+
νHg+

νAl+
νHg+

=

α̇
N,
α

(12)

where N = NHg+ − NAl+ ≈ −3.2 and NAl+ ≈ 0. For the evaluation of α̇/α, measurements
data reported in ﬁgure 7(b) were condensed in ﬁve points, spanning from December 2006 to
December 2007.
The line connecting the two extreme points provides the following constraint [32]:


νAl+
d
ln
= (−5.3 ± 7.9) · 10−17 yr−1 ,
(13)
dt
νHg+
which oﬀers a ten-fold improvement to the best previous result. The intermediate points were
excluded because the evaluation of their systematic uncertainties was incomplete. Estimation of
α temporal variation reported in equation (13) can be used to upgrade the coupled constraint on
α̇/α and d/dt ln(µCs /µB ) described before. As the Al+ /Hg+ frequency ratio does not depend
on d/dt ln(µCs /µB ), it is represented as a vertical band in ﬁgure 9(b). Projecting the white
ellipse of ﬁgure 9(b) on the x and y axis the following updated estimation can be obtained:
α̇
= (−1.6 ± 2.3) · 10−17 yr−1
α


µCs
d
ln
= (−1.9 ± 4.0) · 10−16 yr−1 .
dt
µB

(14)
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(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Temporal variation of α is estimated with the line connecting the two extreme points, which
are separated by a duration of a year (b) Coupled constraint of α̇/α and d/dt ln(µCs /µB ). Projection
of the the white ellipse on the x and y axes provides the results of equation (14) [32].

6.2 Local position invariance test
General relativity predicts that the frequency ν of an atomic clock depends on the gravitational
potential according to the following equation, which describes the so called “gravitational redshift”:
∆U
∆ν
=− 2 ,
(15)
ν
c
where ∆ν is the frequency change due to to the variation ∆U of the gravitational potential.
Local Position Invariance (LPI) predicts that this change does not depend on the internal
“details” of the clock structure. The allowance of a small and linearized breakdown of the LPI
is described by the coeﬃcient β in the following relation:
∆U
∆ν
= −(1 + β) 2 .
ν
c

(16)

If the frequency ratio between two atomic clocks is measured in a varying gravitational potential
equation (16) gives
∆(ν1 /ν2 )
∆U
= (β2 − β1 ) 2 .
(17)
(ν1 /ν2 )
c
The gravitational potential on the earth surface changes annually due to the elliptical orbit of
the earth around the sun. Hence a frequency comparison between two diﬀerent atomic clocks
spanning more than one year can oﬀer a limit to any possible LPI violation [59,60]. The gravitational potential change due to the earth’s orbit around the sun is
(GM e cos φ)
∆U
≈ −2
,
c2
ac2

(18)

where G is the gravitational constant, M is the solar mass, e is the orbit eccentricity, c is the
speed of light, φ is the phase of the annual change, which is zero at the perihelion. The annual
peak to peak variation in the gravitational potential is given by
∆Umax
= 3.3 · 10−10 ,
c2

(19)

and the value contains both the solar leading term of equation 18 and the contributions of minor
celestial bodies. If LPI is violated then |β2 − β1 | and the clock ratio data will be correlated with
the seasonal variation of ∆U . Then ﬁtting the Hg+ to Cs ratio data reported in ﬁgure 7(b) with
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a cosine function, whose phase can be either the same or the opposite as φ in equation (17),
the following estimation is obtained:
|βHg − βCs | = (2 ± 3.5) · 10−6 .

(20)

A diﬀerent LPI test [61], performed with a comparison between Cs and H HFS structure
transition which uses data from Primary frequency standards and H masers which spans several
years provided the following result:
|βH − βCs | = (0.1 ± 1.6) · 10−6 .

(21)

The relevance of the two LPI tests cannot be directly compared, because the sensitivity of
βHg and βH with respect to the variation of the gravitational potential could be diﬀerent. In
a recent paper [62], Flambaum has proposed to test the gravitation potential sensitivity of the
fundamental constants involved in the atomic transitions.
This work was partially supported by both the Oﬃce of Naval Research and NIST, agencies of the U.S.
government; it is not subject to U.S. copyright.
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